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Abstract

The layout of an efficient construction site to ensure a congenial working space and to store, transport and deliver material and equipment and to and in the best and safest manner and within the shortest time belongs to leading factors and requirements in a complex construction project. The parametric modelling involves benefits for automated generation of alternatives of production area layout to select suitable one.

The methodology of interactive parametric modelling of construction site layout in 3D is presented and described in the paper. The methodology represents the foundation concept of 3D software tool for construction site layout designing through Information and Communication Technology. Moreover, the paper deals with a system of interactive parametric modelling of the construction site layout in 3D based on the study of the topological properties of construction site facilities. The creation of the proposed methodology has been conditioned by defining the mentioned system. Both, direct and indirect parameters, to be integrated into the interactive programming system of construction site layout, are specified and discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

A construction site must be well-planned in terms of occupational health and safety demands, in terms of production demands and using time or its quality keeping, while its operation may not excessively disturb the surrounding environment. The site layout planning, as a critical step in construction planning, can be done more effectively through ICT systems supporting creation of 3D models, what is known as a virtual design. In this way, the 3D model of a construction site representing the real environment of the site operation before construction beginning may be created.

Demands on construction site operation change over time. This is limiting when solving a construction site layout. It makes requests on a continuous change of demands and construction site layout. Such changing requirements may be solved through parametric modelling in 3D. The parametric modelling involves benefits for automated generation of alternatives of production area layout to select one suitable option. A combination of three-dimensional and parametric modelling creates conditions for better processing of requirements and operating restrictions in proposal, installation and running of production area.

Recently, several research activities have focused on development of various construction site models [1]. Regarding construction site layout planning, the models may be divided into static and dynamic. The static models are presented through various planning methods and tools, as knowledge systems [2]-[4] computer simulation [5], [6], hybrid systems [7] and genetic algorithms [8]-[15]. The models of static construction site layout represent simple planning of production which must be newly developed in case of some changes. The dynamic models offer possibility enable relocation of temporary site facilities in dependence on changing need for space. The dynamic models are presented through various planning methods and tools, such as genetic algorithms [16] to find an optimal construction site layout in different construction phases to minimize transport distance between different temporary facilities. Another optimization model [17] has looked for an optimal construction site layout to cost of site reducing. Based on limiting conditions and linear programming, a hybrid model [18] has used the optimization of temporary facilities location to minimize transport and handling costs.

Other studies focused on construction site layout problems are based at knowledge systems and mathematical methods. The knowledge systems have been used to determine the rules for construction site layout before optimising. The mathematical methods usually involve an identification of one or more aims determining an optimal construction site layout. It is a mathematical programming for solution of optimizing problems (e.g. finding out an optimal solution based on specified criteria and compliance of specified restrictions.
These include methods as parametric programming, dynamic programming, linear programming, nonlinear programming, stochastic programming etc. The methods are aimed at minimization of in-site transport cost and at optimization of construction site layout in accordance with specific restrictions resulting from construction progress.

**PROPOSAL OF METHODOLOGY OF INTERACTIVE PARAMETRIC MODELLING**

It is not easy to find a comprehensive solution of optimal construction site layout. The construction activity requires the provision of conditions that give rise to a number of restrictions. Compared to a spatial solution of production in industrial factories, which is almost absolutely changeless, the production at the construction site requires continual spatial changes resulting from different phases of construction process.

The research in the field of mechanical engineering has long been concerned with virtual solution to the spatial formation of production systems. Various methodical procedures, algorithms and tools [21], [22] have been developed to design production systems. These methodical procedures, algorithms and tools have created assumptions for achievement of higher effectiveness of production process. The parametric models of topologic relations among production systems are used for detailed design and optimization of dispositional or spatial solution of production means.

The modelling itself is contingent on two crucial subsystems (Figure 1). The first subsystem is for parametric expression of topology of construction site facilities in 3D environment and the second one is for interactive parametric 3D modelling of a site. The application of these subsystems expects input background to create a virtual model of a site in 3D. The input background is represented by Building Information Modelling (BIM) model of a building and 3D models of construction site facilities.

**Proposal of System of Parametric Construction Site Modelling**

In the methodology of interactive parametric modelling of construction site facilities allocation, the term “system of interactive parametric construction site modelling” is defined as a 3D model of construction site consisting of elements (facilities) among which direct and indirect bonds exist. The bonds create a specific relation among facilities of the system, representing their interdependencies – interactions. The 3D model of construction site is made up of models:

- of buildings forming existing public infrastructure (e.g. surrounding built-up area, public road …),
- of planned constructions (e.g. media connections, driveway, pavements …),
- of temporary construction site facilities necessary for working, production and social purposes of building process (e.g. fencing, site roads, storing areas, cloakrooms, office etc.).

When modelling the construction site layout, allocation of construction site facilities is dependent on relations (interactions) among the objects of the system. These relations may be in programming systems expressed by parameters. The parameters may be represented as geometric parameters defining shapes and dimensions of construction site facilities and the site as a whole or text parameters describing interactions among site facilities (site objects). The geometrically expressed parameters may be defined through spatial dimensions – parameters, by which it is possible to set layout possibilities and restrictions when deciding on the allocation of an object in 3D model of the site. These parameters may be transformed into programming language in computer systems. The text parameters describe suitable allocation of an object at the site regarding interactions or conditionality of mutual spatial layout of construction site facilitates together with existing and building objects at the site. These parameters may not be transformed into...
programming language but are useful for right construction site layout.

In terms of integration of the parameters into programming system that ensures interactivity of an site facility allocation, the parameters can be divided into two groups:
- direct parameters (geometric)
- indirect parameters (text)

**Specification of direct (geometric) parameters**

In interactive projection, allocation of each object is based on a set of geometric and spatial interactions existing among them. The interactions create a set of complex functional relations. The range of interactions that define possibilities, restrictions and changes of allocation, plays a key role. The interactions among objects are expressed as parametric bonds. It is possible to create an interactive connection for 3D modelling in CAD systems through determination of parametric bonds among different objects. Such interactive connection brings an added value. The geometric and spatial interactions reflect:
- minimal/maximal distance between objects,
- area enabling intersections of different objects,
- area creating restrictions of allocation of objects.

To specify the direct interaction among models of construction site objects, an operating area of object is designed (Figure 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model of object (O)</th>
<th>Operating area (P)</th>
<th>Model of object + operating area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Model" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Operating area" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Model + operating area" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2:** An example of the model of object with its operating area

The operating area of a construction site object is expressed as the area required for the object to fulfil its purpose. This area specifies a minimal/maximal necessary area around the object which is needed to insure the distance from other objects, to insure manipulation with objects or with moving parts of the object (e.g. doors opening, windows opening etc.).

**Specification of indirect (text) parameters**

When solving the construction site layout, not only minimal/maximal distances between different site objects should be considered. The space interactions of all construction site objects must be respected. These spatial interactions determine the construction site layout within all its conception. In designing software (e.g. ArchiCAD), the parameters may be expressed as indirect parameters providing information in text form. In this way, information about construction site objects allocation from using methods and conditions point of view may be provided. Moreover, the indirect parameters may inform about quantities and dimensions of construction site objects (e.g. number of office and sanitary containers) and about cost of construction site facilities (purchase cost, rental cost, cost of installation and removal etc.). Based on this information decision about suitable allocation of each construction site facility may be done. So, the indirect parameters are helpful in construction site modelling since they carry information about conditions and principles of selection and allocation of construction site facilities in a site model.

**The method to allocate 3D construction site facilitates models in 3D construction site model**

The nature of interactive parametric modelling of a site rests in allocation of different interacting construction site facilities that interact with existing and just being constructed buildings. All the facilities may be classified into certain groups. Direct and indirect parameters expressing the interaction of facilities models may be determined among the groups. These parameters represent interaction of spatial characteristics (shapes and dimensions) of different construction site facilities as well as spatial characteristics of all objects within the whole construction site model and its environs. A construction site layout depends on these interactions. Based on these geometric and spatial characteristics of a construction site layout, four principal models of construction site facilities are defined:
- models of building objects that are under construction in the solved construction project (e.g. central building object, media connections, driveway, pavements…),
- models of before and still existing objects at the site (e.g. buildings, roads, greenery…),
- models of temporary construction site facilities (e.g. fencing, cloakrooms, washrooms, office containers, material and products in storage…),
- model of construction site objects incorporating models of different building objects under construction, models of existing objects and models of temporary construction site facilities.

**Models of construction site facilities in 3D**

To create a model of construction site layout through interactive parametric modelling in 3D, the model of site and its facilities must be expressed by spatial zones. These zones
may identify the site and its facilities horizontally and vertically. In the proposed methodology of construction site layout, the spatial zones may be defined as:

- a site zone comprising space of site,
- objects zones comprising construction site facilities including their operation spaces and existing objects and buildings,
- handling zone to support allocation of construction site facilities in the site model; it is space inevitable especially for construction material handling.

A high level of these zones overlay is typical in construction site layout. For example, when considering a place of material storing, the crane must reach the take-off point of material, whole building under construction and whole storing place too. Theoretically, the material could be stored anywhere within reach of the crane. The transport way in the site represents the space for material take-off point and for unloading material from trucks by crane. Its allocation also results from above mentioned consideration.

Based on direct and indirect parameters, the spatial zones define bounded space for allocation of particular type of construction site facilities or define limits influencing construction site layout (e.g. zone defining set of construction site facilities, where it is not appropriate to allocate any construction site facility which interferes the space of other facility). In essence, the zones define the space possibilities and restrictions (horizontally and vertically) for construction site facilities grouping in 3D model of construction site layout (Figure 3).

![Figure 3: The spatial zones in 3D model of construction site layout](image)

The model of construction site consists of a set of zones where other zones may also be in one zone. These zones may be called sub-zones. The sub-zones create a certain hierarchy of influence of interactions of objects forming the model of construction site. Thus, the defined zones can support the decision-making process of allocation of a construction site facility in 3D site environment through interactive colour signalisation indicating the space possibility of a facility allocation in the site environment.

The principle of signalisation of allocated construction site facilities in 3D construction site model

In the proposal of methodology of interactive parametric modelling, identification of possibility of spatial allocation of a construction site facility in a construction site model is indicated by a colour representation.

The green colour indicates that the allocation of the construction site facility in the considered area (zone) is appropriate. In the case of an orange colour, the allocation of the construction site facility in the considered area (zone) conditionally appropriate. This means that the workspace of the allocated facility overlaps with the workspace of the construction site facility or with this site facility respectively with other facilities, what may reduce their functionality. In this case, the designer of the 3D construction site model must assess the degree of constraints. In case of a red colour, the allocation of the construction site facility is not possible in the considered area (zone). So, there was a direct overlapping of the allocated facility with the facility already been placed at the site.

The methodology of interactive parametric modelling of construction site layout in 3D

The methodology of interactive parametric modelling of construction site in 3D is based on interactive signalisation of allocated construction site facility depending on identification of the construction site zone and the zones of the facilities forming the model of the building. Just precise identification of the zones is a prerequisite for the proper colour signalisation of the construction site facility when it is allocated in the construction site model. Based on this requirement, creation of the 3D model of construction site in the Building Information Modelling (BIM) environment is based on two tasks:

- identification of space of construction site and objects in the site
- grouping of construction site facilities in the space of construction site

It is important to note that the first task is to be done only one, even before allocation of models of construction site facilities. The second task is carried out during the whole designing of the model of construction site. The identification of space of site and facilities in the site is detected by the spatial zones expressed horizontally and vertically. The zones specify the shape and dimensions of the construction site contours of the space of site and facilities at the site. Based on the above-mentioned approaches and principles, it is possible to generalize the methodology of interactive parametric 3D modelling of the construction site. The methodology is presented in the algorithm in Figure 4.
Figure 4: The methodology of interactive modelling of construction site layout in 3D
CONCLUSION

The proposal of interactive parametric modelling of construction site layout in 3D was preceded by the review of the development of information technologies and the review of scientific research on the support of design of construction execution conditions. Based on the outcomes of the review, the proposal of the methodology of interactive parametric modelling of the construction site layout in 3D was developed. The design of the methodology has been conditioned by defining a system of interactive parametric modelling of the construction site layout in 3D based on the study of the topological properties of construction site facilities. The proposed methodology is based on interactive parametric modelling based on colour signalisation of appropriate allocation of construction site facilities.

The methodology represents the innovative approach into construction site layout designing, based on 3D modelling of topology of construction site facilities, controlled by parameters that can be modified using a mathematical apparatus. The methodology presents the foundation concept of 3D software for construction site layout designing. The software allows the automated selection of construction site facilities and their subsequent allocation in the site. The construction site layout processed by the software allows evaluation of construction site facilities capacities, identification of construction work risks or determination of the objective size of the area necessary for building site development. Since the methodology is based on BIM, its potential for use in practice is significantly increased. Its integration in the software systems supporting 3D Building Information Modelling is inevitable for undepreciated use of the proposed methodology in practice.
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